
Illustrating “US” : The visualization of locality in Israeli children books, based on 
“I am from here” – a retrospective of Israeli children’s literature 1948-2014



Anita Paegle, Kad karaliene bij Rīgā, by: Māra Cielēna, 2001 



Ludwig Bemelman, Madeline, by: Ludwig Bemelman, France 1939 



Icinori, Issun Boshi, by: Icinori, Berlin 2014 Japan



Loren Long, Mr. Peabody’s apple, by: Madonna, USA, 2003 



Peter Sis, The three golden keys, by: peter Sis, USA, 1994 Tchechoslovakia



Cai Gao, Bao’er, by: Xin Yi, Taiwan 2008 



Ivan Bilibin, Traditional Russian tales, by: Alexander Pushkin, Russia 1902 



Sometimes we understand where a story takes place – because of the 
traditional style used in it’s making.

Chihiro Iwasaki, 
Momoko to kotori, 
by: Shiko-Sha, 
Japan 1972 





Sometimes It’s a very distinct local color scheme.

Ana Juan, Frida, by: Jonah Winter, USA 2002, Mexico







Sometimes It’s the use of fashion, that sends us to a specific time an place.

Kate Greenaway, Under the window, by: Kate Greenaway, England 1879 





But what if you are trying to create a completely new style, in a completely 
new country? No national outfits. No distinctive colors. No visual traditions. 

What then? 

Edit Samuel, Girls-Boys-Dolls, by: Leah Goldberg, Israel 1968 



First comes visual research…

Edit Samuel, Girls-Boys-Dolls, by: Leah Goldberg, Israel 1968 





Michal Efrat, Sketchbook, 1948-1951



The founding fathers (and mothers) of Israeli illustration, relied at first on 
simple symbolism, and Hebrew lettering 

to create  a sense of locality. 

Peretz Rushkowitz, A ride on the Israeli train, Israel 1952 



They used identifiable places (like Jerusalem, or Tel-Aviv)

L. Ar-Even, Be a good boy!, by A. Harim 1952 



Zvi Malabanchik, Airplain, by Efrayim Talmi 1950’s 

The “Mugraby” open 
cinema, Tel-Aviv



Depicted the ethnic costumes of immigrants and locals

Miryam Nick, Some are selling, others are buying,by “The good uncle” 1950’s



And used known events in the forming history of the young nation.

Izza Hershkowitz, “Independence day”, 1950’s



In later years, artists were no longer interested in just reflecting the reality of 
their new life. They wanted to educate. The new country was built on 3 main 

principals: Agriculture, Technology and historical connection to the holly 
land. You can find all of them in this paradigm, that was used to symbolize an 

Israeli village for many decades after it’s invention:



The great value of building: Houses, hospitals, schools, streets, were used as 
a symbol of the building of a nation.

Baruch Oor, “Ho! To work we go!”, by Shlomo Sokolsky,  1950’s



Nisson Abramovich Shifrin, “whom to be? (Kem bit?) by Vladimir Mayakovski,  1931



Israel was modeled after the principles of Socialism. It was especially evident 
in the agricultural settlements – The kibbutz and the Moshav

Shraga Weill, “in our place”, by Mordekha1 Amitay,  1953



There was great fascination with farming technology.

Ilse Kantor, “Nice butterfly”, 
By Fanya Bergstein,  1947



The use of red machines was so common in illustration, it became a symbol 
of Israeli village life. In fact, you can get the same effect today by using an 

old-fashioned red motorcycle. 

These details were taken from the art of the following illustrators: left: Rinat Hoffer, center: Hannah Adolfi, 
Right:Shraga Weill, Down: Gilad Soffer



Certain native animals were used to establish the ancient connection 
between the people and the land.

Vali Minzi, “A letter in the well”, by Shoham Smit, 2012



Details from the art of (CW): Shraga Weill, Shmulik Katz, Ruth Schlos, Zvi Malabanchik, Aviel Basil



Aviel Basil, “you can’t catch me”, by Yona Tepper, 2012



The distinction between “then” and “now” was made through the image of 
the child in the illustration

Details from the art of (CW): Vali Minzi,, Ruth Schlos, Shmulik Katz, Baruch Oor, Eva Itzkowitz, Zvi Malabanchik

Past

Present

The link 
between 
then and 

now



Children, actually, are a good way to show the changing values of Israeli 
society. In the beginning they were illustrated like generic European children. 
They were slightly overdressed - most of the Israeli real children of the time 

were actually poor, and would only dress up for a special occasion. These are 
the children the European illustrators remembered from their previous 

lives…

Perez Rushkowitz, “Merry are we”, by Perez Rushkowitz, 1951



Children from a middle-eastern origin were depicted by the symbolic figure 
of the Yemenite child. Yemenites were the last ones to have a very particular 

look. They were never shown with European children, though. They had 
separate books, and this separation was also evident in society  during the 

50’s up until the 70’s

CW :Meir Gur-Arye, “My beautiful ship” , by H. N. Byalik, 1930’s
Friedel Stern, “Around Tel-Aviv”, by “The good uncle”, 1951
Maryam Bar-Tov, “Where is Ruthie?”, by Maryam Bartov, 1956



An Israeli controvertial idea: “The melting pot”, meant the downgrading of 
the original cultures of the newcomers, in order to create a new creature: 

“The Zabar” (native Israeli). 

Shraga Weill, “in our place”, by Mordekha1 Amitay,  1953



Visual research made in the Kibbutz – was used to create the quintessential 
Israeli child in Israeli children’s literature. 

Michal Efrat, “Let’s go to the field”, by Fanya Bergstein,  1952





In the 60’s and 70’s something changed. The value of the agricultural way 
of living – decreased. It was time for a slight change in the illustrated Israeli 

child…

Left: Shraga Weill, “in our place”, by Mordekha1 Amitay,  1953
Right: Danny Kerman, “And that kid kid is me”, by Yehuda Atlas,  1977

In

out



Equality between boys and girls, typical value of the socialist, agricultural era –
becomes something else due to the rise of the feminist movement: unity.

Left: Shraga Weill, “in our place”, by Mordekha1 Amitay,  1953
Right: Danny Kerman, “And that kid kid is me”, by Yehuda Atlas,  1977

In

out



In the 70’s there were demonstrations demanding equality for immigrants from 
Middle-Eastern countries, and formal acknowledgement of their cultural 

contribution. In 1977 there was a change of regime, based on this movement.

Ora Ayal, “Hot corn”, by Miryam Roth,  1978



The change of regime was basically the end of socialist values, and the 
idealization of the agricultural society. The 80’s and 90’s were about 

individualism.

Michel kichka, “Alona-No”, by Rimona Di-Nur,  1995



Ora Eytan, “Come here, clouds”, by Leah Goldberg,  1983



Yossi Abolafia, “Silly Daddy”, Meir Shalev,  1988



The end of the millennium was about self-criticism. 
Illustrators reviewed Israeli values.

Rutu Modan, “father is running away with the circus”, by Etgar Keret,  2000



Inbal Hoffman, “Miss perfect and the enchanted circle”, Alona Kimhi,  2001



They tried to politically correct the world, through art, at least

Doron Sohari-Shaemesh, “Mom is in a hurry”, by Hadassa Yuval,  2013



Top: Henrik Hechkopf, “Songs for children”, 1970’s
Bottom:Doron Sohari-Shaemesh, “Mom is in a hurry”, by Hadassa Yuval,  2013



Masha Manapova, “Mr. Minassa’s old pair of shoes”, by Ronit Chacham, 2013



While desperately missing the past…

Batya Kolton, “Antartika”, by Nurit Zarhi,  2005



Liora Grossman, “In the garden”, by Saul Tchernichovski, 2013



But who is missing from this presentation?

Eva Itzkowitz, “Uri and Guri”, by Uriel Offek,  1971



I chose not to include religeous children’s books in the exhibition. As a curator I 
had a problem with the contents (too didactic), and the art. I thought there 

should be someone else to display this sort of exhibition – possibly someone who 
comes from the Jewish Orthodox world.

I did not “choose” to not include Israeli-Arab children’s literature.
During my research It became evident that there was no authentic children’s 
literature in the Arab language, created within the limits of the state of Israel.

There were very few original books, that displayed poor quality – both in writing 
and in illustration. The rest was translated from hebrew, or imported from other 

Arab countries. I couldn’t display these few books just for politically correct 
reasons. It could actualy harm the artists and authors rather than elevate them.

However – something needed to be done.

2 years after the grand openning of the “I am from here” exhibition – I was asked 
to be the head of the illustration program in a new workshop held in the Arab city 

of Shfaram. The ultimate goal: Original literature, in the Arab language, written 
and illustrated by locals, dealing with the life and challenges of the 

Israeli-Arab child.



Collage class, Teacher: Liora Grossman, 2016



Hanan Ichia, “My grandmother”, Collage class, 2016



Acrilic techniques class, Teacher: Yana Bukler 2016



Fatten Jarous, Bathroom logo, Black&white class, 2016



Black&white class, Teacher: Nura Porat 2016



Ennsaf Safori, Black&white class 2016



Fatten Jarus, “Mother”, Paper sculpting class 2016



Ennsaf Safori, Concept drawing for a book by Mahmud Darwish, Advanced class 2017


